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Poll: Which of the following are true for you? 

Choose all that apply.

❑ I felt supported by my institution when Covid struck.

❑ My institution did a good job reaching out to students.

❑ My institution offers me an employee assistance program (EAP).

❑ I know that we have many students in distress.

❑ As a supervisor, I did not know how to best support my employees.

❑ I needed more support from my supervisor during the pandemic, including how to best 
support our students.
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Session Goals

• Discuss efforts of Baker College to help employees and 
students

• Identify different types of stress reactions.

• Explore methods of reducing acute and chronic stress.



What did 

Baker College 

do?

● “I’m Stressed, You’re Stressed, We’re 

All Stressed” What Can We Do About 

It?” - March 26, 2020

● “Mental Health and Self Care” - July, 

August and September 

● “How to Avoid Burnout” November



What did we 

talk about?

● Stress and Trauma 

● Racial Tension

● Differentiating different types of stress 

reactions

● Understanding the physiology of stress

● Identifying different ways for self-care 

and coping

(Beheshti, 2020; Franklin, 2019; Smith et al., 2007)



Ways to Cope
● Coping is individualized, changing, and 

requires multitasking

● Review the reactions that you are 

having

○ Does the coping choice match the 

reaction?

○ For example…

● Pick one or two things at a time; write 

them down so you remember



What can you try?

Be kind to yourself * Exercise - anything physical * Schedule a little bit of fun

* Laugh * Reduce caffeine * Apps - like HeadSpace, Calm * Scale back on what’s 

disturbing you * Stretch * Connections with your loved ones * Touch (15 seconds) or 

more * Don’t forget about physical intimacy * Don’t Sponge * Journal * Express 

yourself in some way - drawing, journaling, writing, working with clay/playdoh * 

Hobbies * Play music * Dance * Play with pets * Learn something new -- Masterclass, 

Rosetta Stone, there are sooooo many * Try to get sun (with sunscreen) * Maintain 

routine * Set daily goals (even little ones) * Change your PJs occasionally * Look for 

the “what went well” * Help others/Give * Spiritual beliefs, attend virtual gatherings as 

available and applicable * 

*Reach out if you need to.  If your reactions become 

overwhelming of if they are significantly affecting your daily life, 

you may benefit from additional support*



What can you 

do?

As a supervisor, remember that everyone 

may be experiencing this differently.

➢ Be familiar with your resources at your institution (for 

example, EAP).

➢ Ask

➢ Acknowledge the difficult

As an employee, contact HR and find out 

resources available (for example, EAP)

➢ Seek support

➢ Understand that you are not alone

➢ Acknowledge the difficult
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Poll: Which of the following are true for you? 

Choose all that apply.

❑ As a supervisor, I learned some new ideas about how to best support my employees.

❑ As an employee, I learned some new information about stress and how to cope with 
stress.

❑ I have some new ideas about what my institution could do to help support staff and 
students.
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